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FOUND Cure' ±’ o r- "Credi t Ca.rd Bluea”

There’s relief for that blue feeling you 
get when a vendor accepts your charge card 
payment but doesn’t supply the goods or 
services he promised. Just request a 
"chargeback" from the bank which issued 
your credit card. If the bank finds you 
were incorrectly billed or that you should 
recieve a refund they can often take the 
charge off your account and "charge it 
back" to the merchant. Here’s how you do 
it:

1 - Put your chargeback request in writ
ing. Include your name as it appears on 
the card, account number, amount in dis
pute, and a description of the problem, in
cluding names of those you talked with in 
trying to resolve the dispute with the mer
chant .

2 - Specify that you are requesting a 
chargeback under the provisions of the Fair 
Credit Billing Act, sign the letter, and do 
not forget to keep a copy for your records. 
If there’s a large dollar amount involved, 
send the letter by registered mail so that 
you have proof of receipt.

3 - Send the letter to the department 
listed on your bill for enquiries and dis
putes. This may be different than the ad
dress to which you send your monthly pay
ments .

4 - Don’t wait to initiate a chargeback. 
When you request a chargeback for defective 
goods, the card issuer is only required to 
reimburse you for the amount remaining when 
you request the chargeback, although some 
will credit you the full disputed amount. 
The Fair Credit Billing Act stipulates that 
most types of chargeback requests must be 
received by the card issuer within 60 days 
of the date on the bill when the charge 
first appears. You’re most likely to get a 
chargeback if you question the charge BE
FORE you’ve paid for it.

5 - The law permits you to withhold the 

amount in dispute while an investigation is 
conducted. No matter how angry you may be, 
do NOT withhold any more than that amount. 
Creditors can’t report you delinquent on 
the disputed amount, but they can and will 
report you late if you don’t pay the rest 
of your bill. If you’ve already paid a 
portion of the bill you’re questioning, 
don’t subtract that amount from the next 
month’s bill. If you are going to make a 
minimum payment, you can subtract the dis
puted amount from your outstanding balance 
to calculate the payment.

6 - If you pay for something which won't 
be delivered until later—such as airline 
tickets or a special mail-order item—you 
can dispute the charge up to 30 days after 
the date you would have received the goods 
or services, instead of losing chargeback 
privileges 60 days after being billed. Al
though not part of the Fair Credit Billing 
Act, VISA and MasterCard promote this "de
layed delivery provision" for consumer pro
tection .

7 - ALWAYS keep written copies of your 
correspondence, and follow up phone calls 
with a letter noting with whom you spoke 
and any agreements made.

For more information, write for these 
free pamphlets:

[_J "Solving Your Credit Card Billing Prob
lems" —

Bankcard Consumer News 
333 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE 

Washington, DC 20003

[_] "How To Write a Wrong" —

AARP Fulfillment 
P.O. Box 2400 

Long Beach, CA 90801

[_] And be sure to tell ’em you read about 
it in the SEBHC JOURNAL!

The SFBIIC .JOUF^NAU helps YOU!
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letters f'r'csm Our Readers

Dear Leu,
I recently picked up a 360k DSDD drive which had been used 

on an ibm-pc. Do you or any of our members know how to inter
face this drive to a hard-sectored controller?

Having a double-sided drive would double the [data-storage) 
capacity of ay floppies. I’a currently using Magnolia CP/M 
Ver 2.242 with ay H89, and it allows double-sided hard-sector 
fornat.

MARK A BUCKINGHAM, Teaneck, NJ 07666-0768

[No problem if you have the original H/Z hard-sector control
ler card installed in the I/O slot closest to the internal 
drive, and it has a ribbon-cable running to a back-apron con
nector for external drives. Be sure to set the drive's select 
plug(s) (or dipswitches—which I prefer) for whatever position 
it is to be used in. Also reaeaber: Heath’s hard-sector card 
thinks D3 at the drive's select plug socket leans A:/SY0:! If 
you're going to daisy-chain the new drive with your old one
sided units nake absolutely sure that only ONE drive has the 
integrated-circuit-type 150-ohm resistor pack installed (or 
jumpered|, else you nay cook the '89 hard-sector controller 
card! Hope you enjoy your CP/N GAME DISC 40! -- ed)

Dear Len,
[It's 3-Dec., and I] just got ay August issue of the SEBHC 

JOURNAL two days ago! [U.S. Snail) aissent it to APO 09283, 
wherever that is. Hence I could not reply to your conaents 
on ay letter to Claude T. Abbot of Skill Data.

I've enclosed a copy of Claude’s reply to me. He's an OK 
guy in ay books!

BAYARD BADENHAUSEN Phd, Rye, NY 10580

"Dear Bayard,
"Thanks for the fine words about MSADBkey. I aa sorry that 

I cannot help you with the versions you have of the operating 
systeas. Skill Data just has not had the tine to take that 
on, and 8-bit is not worth advertising, but I still do get and 
place orders for H89s A H8s. Thanks again. /s/C T ABBOT'

[Dr. Badenhausen, I've complained to the U.S. Snail officials 
about your particular aizup and they said 'this sometimes hap
pens; we don’t really know how to prevent it’. At least you 
ACTUALLY RECEIVED your JOURNAL; soae other subscribers along 
the East Coast have received (in a plastic baggie together 
with an apologetic note enclosed) just a scrap of their 
JOURNAL’S back page where the sailing label lives! And thanks 
for the extra effort in helping keep us fl-bit users aware of 
what's happening. Could you try getting Mr. Abbot to send us 
an advertiseaent for his 8-bit software--at no cost? -- ed]

Dear Lenny,
> E R R A T A ! «

A fellow subscriber in New Jersy called me about the REMIND 
progran which appeared in the September JOURNAL. Each tine he 
tried to assemble it, he'd get a "V" error from the line which 
follows this one in the listing:

t Now get the three bytes of month's name 
LU B,040302A
I * I » I •

The digit 3 should be a 4, thusly: B,040402A. Now it will 
assemble properly. Curse those gremlins!

BERNARD HELMS, Berrien Springs, MI 49103

[Thanks for informing us of this sneaky little bug! I had not 
had a chance to assenble and run your prograa because of other 
duties so the error just slid past ae... Mario had called me 
from NJ after having spent a whole day re-typing and reassemb
ling the listing (each tine getting the V error, plus random 
other errors). I hope you both can forgive ny goof! -- ed]

Dear Lenny,
Just finished reading the October SEBHC JOURNAL, and as us- 

ual--in my opinion—it was quality. CP/N is still new to ae 
so I enjoyed the CP/N articles.

Since ay last letter I have finally found time to explore 
the programs more on the HDOS Progranner's CARE Package Disc 
ID, specifically SYSERR.ABS and SYSCHECK.ABS. I noticed a 
problem with these two programs. My system is set up with two 
96tpi drives in a 237 as SYD: and SY1:. I also have an H17 
hard-sector drive which is set up as DEO:

When I ran SYSERR it printed out "Detailed Disk Statistics" 
and showed all seros for READS, WRITES, and Error Counts, plus 
"LAST HARD ERROR WAS ON SECTOR 4721". Then I ran SYSCHECK and 
got a graphics display of everything SYSERR had shown, plus TT 
settings—which were correct. But drive step tine showed as 
30mSec. I tried changing SY0: step time to SmSec but got only 
silch! Then I mounted DEO: and did a CAT. Then I ran SYSERR 
and the "LAST HARD ERROR" message was gone. And SYSCHECK now 
displayed correct drive stepping speeds.

Could it be that these programs were written for only hard- 
sectored systems, and they don’t recognise the soft-sector 
controller and drives?

This isn't A Really BIG Problem, since I have a CP/M pro
gran which checks both hard and soft sector drives. But it 
would be nice to have a HDOS version which does the sane.

THANKS FOR CONTINUING TO DO A GREAT JOB WITH THE JOURNAL.

ALLIE C LINGO, Dierks, AB 71833-0118

[Hann! Occasionally I've gotten the same "LAST HARD ERROR’ 
message on my H8/89's soft-sector side and still haven’t found 
what causes it! I copied the .ASM listing from an old REMark 
(OSTATS.ASM which shows disc statistics as HDOS 1.6 once did) 
and assembled it when I was still running only hard-sector. 
"One-Of-These-Days-Real-Soon-Now" I’ll go through the code and 
nake sure it works on any kind of boot disc. SYSCHECK.ABS was
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sent ae in assenbled fora by Maurice Desaeuies of the Montreal 
(Quebec, Canada) BUG on a hard-sector disc full of software. 
If Maurice sees this note, I hope he still has the original 
.ASM version around and perhaps will aail a copy so I can try 
to find out why it doesn’t like soft-sector drives. Incident
ally, I've noticed also that SYSCHECK, if run froa soft-sector 
drives can’t round off "Motor" half seconds. Many thanks for 
alerting us to these problens. Perhaps sone BOOS prograauer 
with experience in Heath’s DBUG or HUG’s RDT can help? -- ed]

Dear Sir:
:) This is the sad story of ay latest dealings with TNSI ( = 

In the Jan-8? SEBHC JOURNAL there was an article by your A. 
Stapher [reviewing] the SuperSet Upgrade Kit for the H19 
terminal. Price was $49.95, availability 10 days froa stock. 
I called and talked with Hr. Hart; he said he was sure that it 
would still work, even though I had sade sone changes to ay 
terminal. So I ordered the kit on 17-Jan-87, using ay credit 
card to pay for it. While placing ay order I was told by TMSI 
that their printer had lost the aanual's originals and that a 
new one was being aade up with corrections and updates, and 
they should be shipping in about a aonth.

On 26-Mar-87 the order was billed to ay credit card. I 
thought, "Oh, boy! It should be here any day now", I didn't 
think they’d bill ae unless they had actually shipped it.

I finally called again on 22-Jun-87 and was given the sane 
story about the aanual. I nentioned that I had been billed 
for it nearly three months before. I recieved a real fast 
rerun of the lost-aanual-originals story and was told TMSI ex
pected to start shipping the first week of July, 1987.

On 9-Sep-87 [ again called and got yet another repeat of 
the sane old story about the aanual. I explained to TMSI that 
a seven aonth wait was a little too auch for me; would they 
please cancel the order and refund ay aoney. They told ae 
that a credit would be issued to ay credit card account.

By 30-Oct-87 I had recieved two credit-card stateaents, but 
still no credit from TMSI. Once tore I called but got a re
corded nessage to call a different nuaber (616-342-4967 ). I 
called that, and the gentleaan answering told ae Mr. Hart was 
out for a couple days, and had ae leave ay nuaber so Mr. Hart 
night return ay call...aaybe.

Originally I had intended to send a copy of this letter di
rectly to Mr. Hart and give him a chance to respond. But now 
I feel that is out of the question.

My past bad experience has aade ae change ay way of buying 
H8 and H89 products from other vendors. Many aay not get an 
order froa ae, and those orders I do place will, froa now on, 
be on a strictly C.O.D, basis. It aay give vendors an iapres- 
sion that I don't trust thea. That's too bad, but that's the 
way it has to be.

It is usually good reviews such as Mr. Stapher wrote which 
induce we to buy products, rather than froa advertiseaents of 
thea. I can imagine how he feels now that ay story is out...

L T RIDLON, Auburn, ME 04210

Con tinned

[On 28-Nov-87 I received your letter and mediately tried to 
call Mr. Hart at his new location in Kalaiasoo and ask that he 
either call you directly, or give ae his side of the story to 
print together your coaplaint--but no one answered. I had 
talked with Lee once or twice before you wrote ae, so I know 
his phone works. I have since tried MANY times to contact Mr. 
Hart in your behalf with similar negative results. Because of 
that, all I can do is print your letter and hope that Mr. Hart 
reads it here and takes time to write directly to both 
yourself and the JOURNAL. Lee Hart is basically an honest 
guy, a very good prograaaer and crackerjack digital engineer. 
I'a fairly sure he’ll do the right thing for you. But in any 
case, good luck! — ed]

Dear Leonard:
I enjoyed meeting you at CHUGCON '87. I have held off 

writing you until I’d read through all the (JOURNAL, Vol I] 
back issues. (I read then in the wrong order. When I reached 
Vol II, 13 and the dBasell ad, it was too late. That is about 
the only occasion I can recall where I immediately went to the 
telephone upon reading something!) I find the JOURNAL 
informal but inforaative. I like it enough that I'm enclosing 
ay subscription and hope it starts with IIU--I don't want to 
miss any issues!

Reading the back issues, I jotted down a few ideas on how 
it light be improved soiewhat. I cane aboard too late to see 
your questionare, but appearance doesn't bother ae inch, as 
long as it’s legible. What actually bothered ae--aaybe you 
feel that I'm too pickey—was the editing. I think hyphens 
should cose between syllables. Having then elsewhere is about 
the sale as potholes in a highway. [Ab-so-lute-ly correct! — 
ed] And apostrophies; "It’s" is the contraction of "it is". 
"Its" is the possesive, not "its” (the latter is not in the 
English language). [Fowler's "Modern English Usage", 2nd edi
tion disagrees but what does Fowler know—he's ONLY a British
er! — ed[

I thought "legaflops" leant millions of floating-point op
erations a second", which is a very different thing than CPU 
clock-cycle frequency. To figure the nuiber of operations 
(not floating point) a second ay 4-iHz H89 achieves, I need a 
weighted average of the T cycles for each different Z80 in
struction, according to frequency of an instruction’s usage. 
Heath's ’89 operating aanual says *T" cycles (para. 7.0) range 
froa four to 23, so ay H89 achieves between 0.174 and 1.0 
lops. (OK, if you say so, but henceforth we shall use Mc/s to 
indicate Alternating Current Frequency, and pulses/sec for CPU 
Clock Pulse Repetition Rate. Now anyone with acre than two 
brain cells to click together should actually understand what 
is being described! — ed]

It also seeas a spelling checker would be helpful but I 
have mixed feelings about them. The trouble with spelling 
checkers is that they don't recognise when a word has been 
misspelled, so the checker substitutes another (real) word. 
You can see this in recent novels where a correctly-spelled 
wrong word is used. I’d rather see typos than wrong words!
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But enough of this nit picking! Let me briefly describe ay 
experiences and equipment. I’ve been a programer since 1962 
and still am, for I thoroughly enjoy all phases [of program
ming) froa analysis to maintenance. Most of ay work has been 
in support software, other programmer’s tools. (My interest 
in dBaseII--mentioned earlier--cones froa other applications I 
have in mind which I’ll inpleaent Soae Day Beal Soon Now.

When the first microcomputer kit cane out (the Altair circa 
1972-3?) I wanted one. Later, I almost bought the cheapest 
serious Ohio Scientific aicro (at about $8000). I had enough 
in ay savings, but as I started writing the check I broke out 
in a cold sweat--a aessage froa soaewhere "beyond", no doubt!

Eventually, in late 1979 I decided to get an H89. What I 
now have isn’t exactly an H89, for Heathkit didn't have any in 
stock. Instead, I got an H19 with H88 upgrade kit, a serial 
I/O card, 64k aeaory expansion kit, and two 96tpi outboard 
drives. I got two drives because I though I'd be using USCD 
Pascal, which was said to require then. Now I'a glad I have 
then, even though I don't have USCD Pascal, and had trouble 
with 4O/8O-track disc incompatibility for a while.

Like you I’n using an Epson MI-80 with the Dots-Perfect up
grade. Also, I have a Heathkit SC-203 printer buffer, and a 
Radio Shack FP-215 flat-bed x-y plotter, and have installed 
Anapro’s ImHs [Anp/s? — ed| clock speedup and automatic key
repeat acidification kits. There are stories about sone of 
these items which I want to get into later about things I’ve 
learned and questions I hope other SEBHC members can answer.

I’ve not aquired much software for several reasons: First, 
because I am a programmer and I’n picky about how ay programs 
work—I expect to not be satisfied with applications. Second, 
although I aquired a modem about two years ago, I've been re
luctant to start using it for fear of the resulting telephone 
bils—ainost any interesting BBS requires a long-distance 
call. But I’m about to start using the modem anyway.

I started out with ay H89 with CP/M, Magic Wand, and Micro
soft’s BASIC interpreter and compiler. Having this powerful 
program development interpreter-compiler pair allows me to do 
things I would otherwise not have attempted. Along the way, I 
have aquired Turbo Pascal, later the Turbo Databse Toolbox, 
Hoyle A Hoyle's QUERY!2, MAPLE, HYCHB9S, and some training 
programs for ay kids. I’ve also developed a few special-pur
pose programs which you'll hear about in due course. . . . . . . .

All my commercial software was purchased with some particu
lar application in mind but, because I started work on a mas
ter’s degree in computer science, many were "works pending" 
until recently. During the four years my studies took, I made 
heavy use of Magic Wand in writing an artificial-intelligence 
program for one course. It was especially fun to do, although 
the program was virtually useless in the end. . . . . . .

My reason for buying QUBRY32 was my "magnum opus', a class
ical-music database. Although QUERY12 is a good straight file 
manager—especially for its’ price—I found it inadequate. I 
have about 1,000 phonograph records, some audio cassettes and 
open-reel tapes and, now compact discs to catalogue. (See how 
my spare cash evaporates?) When the JOURNAL dBasell ad ap-
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peared, I was ready to buy; it seems to be the only software 
meeting my requirements. Can you imagine my disappointment at 
Missing chat bargain?

I was as impressed by the Dots-Perfect upgrade kit for ay 
Epson MI-80 as your reviewer in the JOURNAL was. But after 
installing mine I found that it wouldn't work properly with 
Epson’s 8141 serial interface board, so I bought Heath’s buf
fer kit and changed the MI-80 to parallel I/O. The Dots- 
Perfect upgrade lets you set the printer in double-strike 
mode—just enter, then exit subscript mode. It stays double
strike thereafter until powerdown. [You're right! -- ed]

I hope John Broome (LETTERS, 1:9) will tell us more about 
his problems and solutions in connexion with the Turbo Pascal 
editor. I too have experienced soae odd things with it. One 
happened after installing Anapro’s 4mp/s clock upgrade in my 
'89 and I tried running the terainial at 19.4k-baud. Magic 
Hand works just fine, but Pascal goes into an endless bell
ringing loop! I don’t think increasing the TLB clock speed 
will help, so any information John Broome—or anybody—can of
fer shall be most welcome! Incidentially, while using the DEC 
Rainbow to develop sone Pascal interactive software, I was 
struck by its' similarity with the 2100. I wonder if sone 
Heath designers have worked for DEC? [Yes. The Hll and H8 
reflect DBC’s PDP-series heritage. -- ed)

A few observations and comments concerned with the JOURNAL 
back-issues: The ads and discussions of hardware mods and 
add-ons are particularly interesting. In Vol I:?, pH: CTRL- 
SHIFT-BRASB to clear the screen?! I just hit SHIFT-ERASE; is 
your H89 different from mine? [Yes. TMSI's SuperSet terminal 
upgrade kit that gymnastic exercise—thus the CL8.COM util
ity. — ed] In 1:10, p!3: George Ewing says the BIOS is a 
separate file since it won't fit the bootstrap tracks. Is it 
for that reason only, or is it a relocatable file which lets 
us hobbists more easily modify it? [Both I think. -- ed]

Before ending this, I'd like to see a debate started about 
"what-you-see-is-what-you-get" (WYSIWYG) word processors ver
sus "the other kind’ (such as perhaps, Magic Wand?). I feel 
most people seem to prefer WYSIWYG, but ay own preference is 
Magic Wand because it does (almost) everything I need. "The 
other kind" makes you resort to wierd manipulations to do the 
most simple job, such as test system variables or conditional
ly force a new page—child's play for Magic Wand. Neither ay 
wife (who’s done political newsletters and mailings with it) 
or I have yet reached Magic Wand's limits! But it does have a 
few limitations which I'll bring up in another letter...

Your offer to extend one's subscription has me thinking of 
submitting an article to the JOURNAL on disc. Shall I send a 
text printed to disc file or Magic Hand-type files? What left 
or right margins do you prefer? I’ve tons of good 8-bit art
icles "just itching" to be printed...

Attention SBBHC JOURNAL vendor advertisers: Know that any 
future purchases I make from them was because I first saw it 
advertised or described there!

STEPHEN C VANDIVERE, Lexington Park, MD 20653

CLS.COM
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Confessions of a Gane Hacker 
by 

Tin Brengle

Kell, I certainly was abstract last month! Let's look at 
parsers froa another gane-related perspective. (My wife read 
last nonth’s article and suggested the followint approach.)

Early adventure-like ganes could only recognise staple two 
word connands. In fact, the original ADVENT can only look at 
the first five characters of any word a player types! Later 
gaaes (such as ZORE and friends) can handle longer, such aore 
elaborate coaaands. How is it that they recognise these coa- 
aands and figure out what to do? The answer (as I aa sure 
you have already guessed) is; They use parsers.

Parsers are sonetines called "recognizers" in coaputer sci
ence literature. Why? Because that’s what they do. A parser 
takes sone string of characters and groups the characters to
gether into appropriate pieces (in this case, words). It then 
uses sone given set of rules of syntax (in this case, a subset 
of English grannar) to report whether or not that sequence of 
pieces constitutes a "valid" or recognised sentence.

Precisely what do we have to do to create a parser which an 
adventure gane could use? First, we need to analyze potential 
sentences which we expect (or will allow) a player to type.

The basic scenario for an adventure gane is that the pro- 
gran acts as a sort of intelligent robot. It obeys connands 
or reports (or both) on the current surroundings. So in order 
to interact with the player, this kind of progran needs to re
cognize only connands and questions which are typed to it.

By assuning all verbs which will be used are transitive 
(that is no sentences will have subject and objects reversed), 
it turns out that connands in English really have a very few 
connonly-used foras. For example:

Eat.

Look under the bed.

Get the ball.
Get the ball and the bat.
Get the ball and the bat and the glove.

Put the knife into the box.
Put the knife and the lanp into the box.

Give the policenan the wallet.
Give the policeman the wallet and the gun.

To create sonething which can understand all these connands 
we need to look for the things which all these exanples (as 

well as any other exanples that we night write) have in con- 
aon. lie are looking for patterns in the sentences. Perhaps 
the easiest way to begin to find these patterns is to replace 
each word in each sentence with sonething which describes its 
purpose. Then we have:

verb.

verb preposition indirect-object.

verb direct-object.
verb direct-object conjunction direct-object.
etc.

verb direct-object preposition indirect-object, 
etc.

verb indirect-object direct-object.
etc.

Since there is no reason to restrict the nunber of direct 
objects in a sentence, suppose we let "dobj-list" lean "a list 
of direct objects separated by conjunctions". Then the 
exanples boil down to just five basic patterns:

verb.
verb preposition indirect-object.
verb dobj-list.
verb dobj-list preposition indirect-object.
verb indirect-object dobj-list.

Believe it or not, just about all the connands that players 
are likely to use natch one of these five patterns. And now 
we are in a position to use the notation discussed last month 
to record everything.

Wait just a ninute. Keren't there supposed to be questions 
in there soneplace?

Yes, there were. And they are there. Sort of. If I want 
to find out all of the things that I an carrying, I could 
either ask "Khat an I carrying?" or give the connand “Take 
inventory". A fair nunber of other questions can be similarly 
forced into the mold of being a connand.

There are also a lot of questions which don’t fit that 
nold. Unfortunately, they raise sone difficult issues and 
including all (or even a snail subset) of the cases in our 
list of patterns is unreasonable. But it is a wonderful topic 
for a doctoral thesis! So, I an not really chickening out on 
the hard stuff. I just want to be able to get this article 
out to you before ay two year-old finishes high school.

But let's re-exanine the BNF stuff we started last month.
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BNF REVISITED:

BNF is really just a notational convenience. It's a con- 
pact way of representing the pattern types which we’ve been 
working so hard to extract froa our exaaples. It has another 
nice property: given a set of syntax rules represented in 
BNF, it is pretty easy to sake a parser which uses those rules 
(coaputer scientists light say "recognises that language").

Bach line of BNF is called a "production". They’re so cal
led because the originators of BNF declared the syabol 
leans "produces’. Things are inch clearer to le if is 
thought of as "is lade up of".

There are only four things that BNF production notation 
allows you to write: character strings, joining together 
(called "concatenation") character strings, choice between 
alternatives, and "delegation of authority".

Character strings are represented by simply writing then. 
(I soietiies use angle brackets for clarification.) Joining 
strings together into longer strings is shown by writing the 
parts, separated by spaces, in the order they are to appear. 
Choices are represented as productions with nothing before the 

in this case, I usually read the as "or". Final
ly, delegation of authority is represented by introducing new 
syibols which are theiselves later defined.

Let's look at soie BNF for the conand patterns which we 
found above:

(coaaand) :: = <verb>.
(verbi (preposition) (iobj).
(verb) (dobj-list).

::= (verb) (dobj-list) (preposition) (iobj). 
(verb) (iobj) (dobj-list).

This should appear quite siiilar to the patterns shown ear
lier. These things haven’t been defined, naiely: (verb), 
(preposition), (iobj), and (dobj-list). We know what a (dobj- 
list) is though:

(dobj-list) ::: (dobj) 
::= (dobj-list) (conjunction) (dobj)

This is one standard way of defining a list of itens with 
separators. It says that a (dobj-list) starts with a (dobj), 
and that longer lists are foraed by adding a (conjunction) and 
another (dobj) on to the end of an existing (dobj-list?.

We also know how direct and indirect objects appear:

(dobj) ::- (noun-phrase) 

(iobj) ::: (noun-phrase)

Why, you nay ask, do we bother with different naaes for 
these things if they have the saae definitions? (As a matter 
of fact, ay wife DID ask!) The reason is that it will be nice 
to be able to later distinguish between them. If we use the 
saae naae for them, it is altogether too easy to lose track of 
which is which--and they serve very different purposes in 
conaands.

So, what does a (noun-phrase) look like?

(noun-phrase) ::= (noun)
::= (adjective) <noun) 
:: = (article) (noun) 
::= (article) (adjective) (noun)

Just a (noun; possibly preceded by an (article) or an (adject
ive) or both.

There aren't very aany conjunctions: 

(conjunction) ; AND
• I

: BUT

We still need definitions for (verb), (preposition?, 
(article), and (adjective). These (and the explicit strings 
above like “AND", and "BUT"| are called "terminal
symbols". We expect that whatever is feeding text to the par
ser is capable of recognizing and classifying these few 
things, and letting the parser know wnat they are. While 
"feeder" or "fork" night be appropriate, we call it the 
"scanner".

How does the scanner know which incoaing words belong to 
which classes? For ADL the scenario programmer must explicit
ly declare what nouns, verbs, adjectives, prepositions, and 
articles are permitted. Here’s a short excerpt from an actual 
ADL prograa:

ARTICLE
the, a, an,

PREP
with, to, into, in, at, under, from, off, on;

ADJECTIVE
red, blue, green;

NOUN
ae, red crystal, blue crystal, green crystal;

VERB
north, south, east, west, take, drop;

.more;
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VERB 
north, south, east, west, take, drop;

What happens when the player uses a word which the scenario 
prograwer hadn't specified? The comand parser displays sone 
aessage such as "I don’t know that word", which invariably 
frustrates the player—but not nearly as auch as if it had in
stead done the wrong thing!

PASSING PROCEDURE:

Now, the only problei is how to write prograa chunks which 
actually iapleaent this BNF. Here is part of the pseudocode 
for one possible iapleuentation of (coaaand):

(Aside: A boolean function returns either true or false.]

boolean function COMMAND 
if ( TOKEN I verb ) then 

return false ;no verb??
SCAN ;go on and look at the next word
select on TOKEN:

case
SCAN
return true [First pattern done 

case preposition
SCAN
if ( IOBJ ) then

if ( TOKEN : V ) then
SCAN
return true [Second pattern done 

else
return false ;no .??

else
return false ;no indirect object??

case article or adjective or noun 
if ( NOUN-PHRASE )

otherwise:
return false [invalid sentence??

Perhaps you get the basic idea. And I sincerely hope that 
all the inforaation here has helped to bring the abstract 
concepts presented last aonth aore into the reals of the 
concrete.

The syntax rules presented here could be iapleaented 
straightforwardly as functions or procedures in sone prograa- 
aing language--but there is a better way! Save yourself sone 
work, exercise sole patience, and wait for the upcoaing 
discussion of Finite State Machines next aonth.

ANT AOS... WANT ADS... WANT ADS... WANT ADS... WANT ADS...

WANTED — WANTED — WANTED — WANTED

CP/M software for H89 as follows:
Microsoft COBOL 80
Microsoft BASIC 80 
Magic Nand Word Processor 
Data Star

Contact Jared Freenan, 600 Ginger Trail, Lake Zurich, IL 
60047, or phone 312-438-0513 after 6pa CST.

TANT ANNOUNCEMENT... IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT... IMPORTANT ANN

QUARTERLY 8-BIT PUBLICATION, The STAUNCH 8/89er ANNOUNCES FOUR 
CHANGES FOR 1988!

Subscriptions are now $8 for the four-issue year, effective 
1 Deceaber, 1987. Overseas subscribers, please add $2.00.

Coanencing I January, 1988, STAUNCH will pay $50 for each 
article subaission of between 1,000 and 2,000 words. Unlike 
nost other computer publications, authors will be paid upon 
acceptance of their article, not on its publication.

STAUNCH will accept paid coaaercial advertising froa 8-bit- 
oriented vendors. Advertising will be in a two or 4-page in
serted section, bringing STAUNCH’S size to 12 pages, aaxiiui. 
Ad rates are $50 a full page, $25 a half page. Please send 
caaera-ready advertising copy—or enquiries—to the address 
below.

Founder Hank Lots and Contributing Editor Kirk Thompson— 
who have been putting out STAUNCH for the past year—will swap 
roles; Kirk will assuie editorship with Hank as Contributing 
Editor. The first quarterly issue (Jan/Feb/Mar), nuaber 6, 
will be nailed first-class in February. All subscriptions 
reaain aligned with the calendar year.

Send orders and enquiries to:

Kirk L Thoapson
16 Jest Branch Mob Hoa Vil

West Branch, IA 52358

Please lake cheques payable to 'Kirk L Thoapson".

[And tell 'ea you saw it here in the SEBHC JOURNAL! -- ed]
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C the Light 
by 

Darrell Pelan

This nonth’s progran uses in-line assenbly code to call the 
BDOS function 31 to locate the Disk Paraneter Block (DPB| and 
then decode the DPB itself. First DPB assigns a char pointer 
to the value returned by dbploc(). I used a character pointer 
since I wanted to look at each byte in nenory. In C/80 char's 
are stored in bytes. Pointer arthinetic allows ae to point to 
any individual aenory location with a char pointer. An int 
pointer would always point to a word ( 2 bytes ).

DPBReader displays the bytes in aeaory as ASCII code. In 
chgtohexf), the low nibble of »cp is used as an index into the 
array hex[]. The low nibble is aasked by the constant lowaask 
: OFh. Dividing tcp by 16 shifts the high nibble to the low 
nibble position.

The DPB is decoded next. The aeaory pointer, tap, is used 
to reference the beginning of the DPB. The loop is executed 
twice. The first tiae through writes the infornation to the 
disk file RESULT.DP0. The second tine displays to the screen.

DPBReader was written before I got C/80 v 3.1. I had sev
eral problems with extending the sign bit when C changed char 
values to integer values. There were a couple of ways around 
this problen. The conversion for the Group size is forced to 
an unsigned integer by (unsigned). Another aethod, used in 
the next two conversions, is to AND the 1 byte char values 
with a 2 byte constant DOFF which aakes sure that the sign bit 
is not extended. The latest version of C/80 has a coapiler 
option, -x, that should take care of this problem since it 
stops sign extensions on type conversions.

Listing 1 —

/» Progran DPBReader »/ 
/l by Darrell Pelan »/

♦include (fprintf.h> 
extern int fout ;

nain()
I
char hexval[2) ;
char inp ;
static int fp; 
int j ;
static unsigned nun ;
float pow() ;

for( j - 0; j < 15; j++) /t loop to print DPB t/

chgtohex( hexvai, »(np t j) );
printf(”Xs ", hexvai) ;
fprintf( fp,'Xs ", hexvai ) ;
I

for( j ; 0 ; j ( 2 ; jw )
I
fprintf(fp, "\n\n" );
nun s »np ; /t nunber of tracks »/
fprintf(fp, "Nunber of Tracks Xd\n", nun | ; 
nun - (unsigned)pow( 2.0, (float)i(np ♦ 2) I ; 
fprintf(fp, "Group Size (records! Xd\n", nun ) ; 
nun - (OxOOff i «(np ♦ 5))

♦ (OxOOff i »(np ♦ 6)) i 256 ;
fprintf(fp, ’Last Block Xd\n", nun );
nun - (OxOOff A t(np ♦?))♦!;
fprintf(fp, "Nun Directory Entries Xd\n", nun ); 
nun - t(np + 11) ;
fprintf(fp, "Nun Directory Sectors Xd\n", nun ) ; 
nun : l(np ♦ 13) ;
fprintf(fp, "Nun Systen Tracks Xd\n", nun ) ; 
fclose( fp );
fp : fout ;
I

exit(I;
I
dpbloc()
(
Iasi

nvi c,31 
call 5 

lendasn 
I

chgtohex) cp, sun)
char »cp ;
unsigned sun;
1
♦define lownask OxOf
static char hex]] - "0123456T89ABCDEF";

/I Legal hex values 1/

»cp++ - hex(((sun/161A lownask)];
/I shift high nibble right 1/ 

tcp++ - hex((lownask i sun)];
tcp : 0; /i string terninator «/

printf("Helcone to Disk Paraneter Block Reader\n\n"'; 
fp -- fopen("RESULT.DPB",“w") ;
np - dpbloc( ) ;

Editor's note: The final article in this infornative C/80 ser
ies will appear in the SEBHC JOURNAL’S January, 1988 edition.
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HOW—2—USE HEATH’S MAKEHIOS

(And live to tell about it!)

by
Ross Tobin

2969 Clark Road, Apt 204 
Ypsilanti, HI 48197

MAKEBIOS is a prograa supplied by Heath Coipany with their 
CP/M-80 package which lets you sake changes and built a new 
Basic Input/Output Systen (BIOS.SYS) to fit your particular 
hardware requirenents. This is necessary whenever you add new 
hardware which the old BIOS dosn't recognise, sues as a 289-37 
soft-sector controller to your standard hard-sector H89.

Heath provided a tedious and confusing set of directions 
for using MAKBBIOS. Their method hinges on a subait file, 
HAREBIOS.SUB to autoaate most of the work, But unless 
everything is EXACTLY the way Heath expected it, the method 
will fail. Morse, there is usually no indication of what went 
wrong; out of disc space, wrong aenory size, missing files, 
etc.—they all produce the sale disaal result!

Here are ay universal instruction notes which will clarify 
those in Heath's CP/M Version 2.203:

START-UP ROTES -

You will need three discs:
Disc A - an exact duplicate of CP/M distribution disc Vol I. 
Disc B - an exact duplicate of CP/M ’ ' Vol III.
Disc C - a new, blank, foraatted disc.

(If you don't know how to create exact duplicate discs, see 
pages 46 - 47 in the Heath CP/M manual.)

DO HOT use the original distribution discs.
Use COPIES ONLY! MAKEBIOS erases sole of the files.

- If you have only one or two drives, the system will period
ically prompt you with one of the following:

PUT DISK A IN DRIVE A: AND PRESS RETURN
PUT DISK B IN DRIVE A! AND PRESS RETURN
PUT DISK C IN DRIVE A: AND PRESS RETURN

Do as requested, and when requested. The systea will keep 
track of which disc is in drive A:

CREATING A BIOS FOB H17 AND H37 DISCS -

Boot the system with disc A.
Run CONFIGUR (see aanuai pages 97 - 107)

If you have 1 drive: configur your system for one drive.
If you have 2 drives: configur your systea for 2 drives.
If you have 3 drives: configur your systea for 3 drives.

Save the configur changes to both Heaory and Disc (Option Y)

Type the following underlined words exactly (coaputer response 
is not underlined). The 'at' (8) sign neans "press RETURN 
key*. Uncapitalised words are consents.

A>B:MAKEBIOS B:1 C:8 (Phase One of MAKEBIOS begins)

BIOS SELECTION MENU

A - H17 ONLY
B - H37 ONLY
C - H47 ONLY
D - H67 ONLY
E - H17 AND H37
F - H11 AND H47
G - HIT AND H67
H - H3T AND H47
I - H3T AND H67
J - H47 AND H67

(Printed on your screen)

ENTER SELECTION : E (Prograa will pause until you
• respond; choose BIOS for H17

Cty and H37)
A>ASM B:BI08.BZZ8 (Page Zero Assembly begins)

CP/M ASSEMBLER - VER 2.0 (long delay while working)
xxxx (xxxx and yyy change depending
yyyH USE FACTOR 
END OF ASSEMBLY

on your own BIOS)

A>REN B:BIOS.HXO=B:BIOS.HEXe (HBX file renaaeu to HID)

A)B:MAKEBIOS B:2 C:8

cct

(Phase Two begins)

AiASM B:BIOS.BZZ8 (Page One Assembly begins)

CP/M ASSEMBLER - VER 2.0 (long delay while working.
xxxx (xxxx and yyy change depending
yyyH USE FACTOR 
END OP ASSEMBLY

on your own BIOS)

A>REN B:BIOS.HXl=B:BIOS.HBia (rename HEY file to HI1)

A>B:PRBL B'.BIOS C;8 iPREL locates BIOS files with
----------------- HID and HX1 extension and 

builds a table of relocation 
addresses)

A>B:MAKEBIOS B:3 C:8 (Phase Three begins!

MAKEBIOS FUNCTION COMPLETE (New BIOS is now resident on 
drive C:)
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A>MOVCPM17 t C:i

CONSTRUCTING xxK CP/H vers 2.2 
READY FOR "SYSGEN" OR 
"SAVE 38 CPPxx.COM'

AJSYSGENM

(sake system for H/Z17 discs, 
configured for fuil amount of 
memory found—to a maximum of 
64k)

(xx represents maximum memory 
your system has up to 64k)

(new systea is now in aeaory)

(generate a systea disc)

SYSGEN VER 2.203 (SYSGEN begins)

SOURCE DRIVE NANE

DESTINATION DRIVE

(OR RETURN TO SKIP):8

NAME (OR RETURN TO REBOOT:C

(MOVCPM17 put 
the system in 
memory—don't 
need to read 
it from disc)

(write system 
to disc C)

DESTINATION DRIVE NANE (OR RETURN TO REBOOT:® (reboot CP/N)

A>STAT ClBIOS.SYS $R/O® (set BIOS.SYS
only)

file as read

A>STAT CiBIOS.SYS $SYS® (set BIOS.SYS file as Sys-
tem--non-directory file)

A> (done; CP/M’s ready for next
coaaand)

The new disc is now bootable configured for Bl? and H37 as 
well as your system’s aaxiaun aeaory size. If you had any 
problens, re-read the instructions. This method bypasses 
possible loss of disc space which the distribution SUBMIT file 
aay cause.

Editor's Note; I tried this method AND IT WORKED, even though 
ay CP/N is Ver 2.204! Note that the latest SUBMIT version had 
been "repaired" by soneone at Heath/Zenith, but it never 
worked for ae. Maybe I can nake both ay B8 and S/H89 to allow 
booting a 40trk disc in an 80trk secondary drive on either the 
H17 or 113? side the same way HDDS does. I think I'll try mod
ifying the LLL BIOS89 for ay D.G. Electronics Super-89 CPU 
card. Thank you Ross! Do check the nuabers following your 
name on the address label...

Reader's LETTERS, Continued froa page 5

[OR, 1 think I understand you. You like the JOURNAL. . . . . . . . BUT!

We’re trying to satisfy as many readers as possible with all 
the good stuff we can possibly lay our hands on! Most readers 
understand how difficult it is to virtually single-handedly 
coapose, edit and publish a seal-technical newsletter reliably 
TWELVE TINES A YEAR. Maybe it doesn't seea to you as if we're 
not trying to iaprove with every issue, but in we are. And 
we're trying to do it, using only the H/Z tools which we have 
rather than obeying some of our acre severe critics and 
squander our money on expensive equipment or outside services. 
But stick with us, Steve, it HAS to get better! — ed]

Dear Nr. Geisler,
I adaire what you are trying to accomplish with your Soci

ety and JOURNAL [for the 8-bit world). My Z90, although not 
now ay priaary coaputer, will remain a treasured item in ay 
memory as well as in ay office. It still holds its’ place and 
space along with ay other computers and I anticipate no chang
es which would relegate it to any lesser status.

I've been a vendor of 8-bit software for soae years and, 
although ay stock of the aore popular items has become 
somewhat depleted over the years, I still have a great quan
tity of Zenith prograas in my warehouse, still in original, 
unopened boxes.

I'm not sure that you are still printing ads "FREE", but I 
do wish you would publish the enclosed half-page advertisement 
and bill me for current charges. [No problem; it's in! Only 
current charge is a one-year subscription S 115. -- ed]

Attached you will find a basic nodule which nay be incor
porated into any program and that will provide a written dol
lar and cents amount for any numeric input, up to $999,999.99. 
A carriage return without input will terminate the program. I 
have also attached samples of input and output.

Can you publish the module for your readers use? [You bet
cha! — ed] If you wish, I can provide other utility modules 
and programs.

RAYMOND DOTSON, ARRAY softNARE
214 S Berkley Blvd., Goldsboro NC 27530 — 919-778-4 112

[Ray, your ad l listings are in this edition, and we thank you 
very much, as do our over 300 subscribers. -- ed]

Dear Len,
Inspired by Walt Janowski's remarks in the latest Sextant, 

CompuNagic have drastically reduce the price of their 8-bit 
CP/N Special Offer SEARCH and Utility Package from $50 to $35. 
Any one thinking Sextant doesn't support CP/N should read 
halt's column and think again. His column is worthy of our 
support.

NARCIA R. DRESNER, ConpuNagic, Inc.
P.O. Box 437, Severn, ND 21144 - 3)1-969-8068

[Right on, Marcia! Your new ad's in this issue. You readers, 
support Narcia by buying her package—write to Walt too! - ed]

CPPxx.COM
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A R g el 1 1 y , REALLV ” CHE Al’ ” Printer

Lee Hart 
530 V. Walnut St.

Kalamazoo, HI 49007

Having recently moved, I found ayself suddenly without a 
printer. Being short of cash, I looked around for a bargain; 
something reasonable but cheap.

Several companies (B.G. Micro, Computer Direct, etc.) have 
been advertising a dot matrix printer for only $29.95. It is 
advertised as "new surplus, from a major manufacturer’. A 
thermal printer, it uses standard 8-1/2" wide thermal paper. 
Supposedly "PC compatible", it is actually a serial printer, 
so I gave it a try, It turned out to be IBM's model 15181001, 
manufactured by Canon for the IBM PCjr.

Good news: It works fine with the H89 serial port, once 
you get it configured. The printer is small (12’ ifi 
3.5"), reasonably fast (50 chars/sec), and extremely quiet. 
There are no ribbons to replace. Print quality is good, 
though certainly not letter quality. The commands are a sub
set of the Epson NT-80, so it works with most software that is 
meant to control the Epson. [Editor’s note: Me tried it with 
both CP/M and HDOS on my computer; it worked fine with ASCII 
output.1

It prints ail of the regular 96 ASCII characters (plus the 
256-character IBM PC set) in a 5x8 dot matrix, lower case and 
with true descenders. The printer supports (0, 66, 80, and 
136 characters an inch (CPI). Double width and underline are 
supported, but there're no emphasized, enhanced, or near-iet- 
ter-quality modes. It apparently has graphics (judging from 
the bizzare things it prints when the baud rate is wrong), but 
without a decent manual I don't know Canon's ESC codes. It 
definitely doesn't compare with the Graftrax-equipped Epson.

Bad news: The thermal paper is expensive--about $3.25 for 
a 100 foot roll (or 3 cents a page). Being a roll, printouts 
strongly tend to curl up. Loose 8.5x11" sheets are available, 
but I haven't yet found any fan-fold thermal paper.

The manual is worthless. It’s completely void of a single 
technical fact. Not even the baud rate is specified. Calls 
to B.G. Micro and IBM were a waste of time; each referred me 
to the other. They were invariably polite and cheerful, but 
didn't know anything at all about the printer. IBM was 
reluctant to admit they’d ever sold it (so much for IBM’s 
legendary support).

Interfacing: The printer has a permanently-attached cable 
with a female DB25 connector at the end. This makes it 
easiest to plug into the H89's modem serial connector, 
labelled "DTE 330-337". For CP/M, run the CONFIGUR program, 
and set the LST: device for 1200 baud, port 330. Set hardware 
handsnaking to use the RTS line, active HIGH. Also remember 

to change the UE1: and UP1: device to use port 340; you can’t 
have the sane port number assigned to two different devices.

If you prefer, you can replace the connector with a male 
DB25 and use the normal printer port, 340. There are only 3 
wires to connect; serial data out, RTS, and ground.

Conclusion: The IBM 15181001 is a real bargain at $29.95 , 
It's a great 2nd printer, especially if you need something 
quiet or small and portable. [Or in a dire emergency! -- ed]

IBM 15181001 printer: $29.95 printer, cables, 1 roll of paper 
J 4.00 shipping and handling

$33.95 actual cost 

from: B.G. Micro 
P.O. Box 280298 
Dallas, TX 75228 
(ZU) 271-5546

[Editor's note: Lee demonstrated this printer, using my H89's 
serial modem port as described. The printer’s impressive, but 
I had to re-configure ny system disc afterward. If you are 
going to use this cheapie in partnership with the daisy-wheel 
printer Lee covered last month, re-configuration isn’t neces
sary; just make a different boot disc for each printer. Next 
month: Lee’s "how-2" article on restoring an H47-type drive.

THE LIGHTER SIDE... ON THE LIGHTER SIDE... ON THE LIGHTER SI

Me've been getting a lot of flack from reaoers about spell
ing and hypenation. Here's a sign we recently saw. Did the 
painter have anything particular in mind? Maybe he jist kood- 
unt spel tew gud (or hypenate correctly!...

I P A R I D I 8 E C 0 N D 0 M -
) I N I U N S
! 1095 Paradise May
[ Climax Michigan
I"The Most Reasonable Prices In Town’
] Inquiries -- 517-555-1212

EQUAL RIGHTS? Car-wash owner George Vargish thinxs New Jersey 
civil rights officials are all wet! His troubles started when 
a sale patron complained that George's ’Ladies Day’ discount 
amounted to sex discrimination. The state agreed; a car-wash 
is a public accomodation—everyone must pay full price. But 
George wasn’t deterred. He’s skirting the law by offering a 
50-cent discount on some days to anyone-male or female—wno 
turns up in a skirt or dress. Civil rights activists are 
studying their next move.
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HBOS or* CH/M MBASIC-BO CHECKS. BAS

Listing Courtesy of Ray Dotson, ARRAY softWARE

100 PRINT CHRJ(27)'B":FOR 1=1 TO 9:BEAD UNITg(I):UNITJ(I): 
UNITt(I)+" ":NBIT:FOR 1:1 TO 9:READ TEENJ(I):IF I>2 THEN 
TBENI(I)=TBEH|(I)+"teen ’

200 NBITlFOR 1:1 TO 9:READ TENS(I):TEH|(I):TBNi(I)+’ ":NEXT: 
ON ERROR GOTO 2300

300 LINE INPUT "Enter an amnt.... ";TOT|:IF VAL(TOTS):O THEN 
END ELSE CENT}:”:PRINT:PRINT ">>

400 IF LEFTJ(TOTl):" " OR LEFTS (TOTS) :"0" THEN TOT$:NIDJ
(TOTS,2):GOTO 400

500 J:INSTR(1(TOTS,IF J THEN TOTI=LBFT$(TOTS,J-lI+MIDS 
(TOTt.JH)

SOO J:INSTR( 1,TOTS,"-’’I:IF J THEN CENTS=MIDS(TOTS,J+l):TOT*= 
LEFTS(TOTS,J-l|

700 CENTS=LBFTS(CENTS+"00",2):IF TOT}:” THEN TOTJ:"0":PRINT 
"No " ‘

800 X:A3C(TOTS)-48:ON LBN(TOTS) GO3UB 1100,1300,1500,1700, 
1700,1300,1500,1940

900 IF LEN(TOTS|>1 THEN TOT|=(MIDS(TOTS,2):GOTO 800
1000 PRINT "Dollars and "CENTS" cents <<":PRINT:PRINT:GOTO 300 
1100 IF TEEN THEN TEEN=0:EX*:’":GOTO 1900
1200 PRINT UNITS(I);:RETURN

1300 IF hl AND NIDS(TOTS,2,1|)"0" THEN TEEN=1:RETURN
1400 PRINT TENS(X);:RETURN
1500 IF 1:0 THEN RETURN
1600 PRINT UNITS(X)"Hundred :RRTURN
1700 IF TEEN THEN TEBN=Q:BI}:"Thousand "1GOTO 1900
1800 PRINT UNIT|(I)"Thousand ";:RETURN
1900 PRINT TEENS(X}EXS;:RETURN
1940 PRINTlPRINT "999,999.99 Maxim Input AmountGOTO 300
2000 DATA One,Two,Three,Four,Five,Six,Seven,Right,Nine
2100 DATA "Eleven ",’Twelve ",Thir,Four,Fif,Six,Seven,Eigh, 

Nine
2200 DATA Ten,Twenty,Thirty,Forty,Fifty,Sixty,Seventy, Bighty, 

Ninety
2300 IF ERR:9 THEN PRINT:PRINT:PRINT TAB(13}CHRS(?)"You MUST 

use Digits!":PRINT:RESUME 300
2400 END

A Typical Session with CHECKS.BAS
RUN
Enter an aiount.... 123.45

>> One Hundred Twenty Three Dollars and 45 cents <(

Zenith software
for the H-SS

ORIGINAL UNOPENED CARTONS
CP/M C8" on 1 y ') $60 BASIC-80 (MBASIC) $60
FORTRAN-80 $60 COBOL-8O $100
MAILMERGE $40 SUPERSORT $40
DATA STAR $60 SUPERCALC (8” only $40
C-P-S. (MODEM) $25 ZENITH GEN.LEDGER $30
ZENITH INVENTORY $30
HEATH FORTRAN. COBOL, & BASIC COURSES $60 EACH 
ALSO LIMITED NUMBERS OF SOME PEACHTREE ACCOUNTING PROGRAMS 
MICROSTAT, CONDOR. ETC. CALL FOR AVAILABILITY.
VISA 4 MASTERCARD OK WE PAY UPS FREIGHT (ORDERS OVER $50)

ARRAY softWARE 214 S. Berkeley Blvd. Goldsboro. NC 27530 
(919) 778-4112 10 'till 6 exceot Sunday & Monday
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The CompuMagic Utility Package

AND SEARCH

FDR THE INCREDIBLE NEW PRICE OF 
v 

ONLY 
" z /

(That’s $40 less than the old prices;

Your CP/M computer works anc you nave no intention o- abandoning 
it. we know. There are tnree working CP/M macnires nere at CcstuMagic. 
ana we use tn e* r ego 1 ar i v . They work - t no v p-oauc ? letters arc aa ve'- 
tisi'g materials arc invoices; t*e* -. eep sa.es r9~.orQS ano custDiner 
lists: they’re used oy younger ♦amilv nembers tc oc scncci^urk and occa
sionally gvgn play games. We have one advantage, tnougn. we neve the 
CompuMagic Utility Package programs ano SEARO on our macmnes.

Tne ComouNagit Utility Package will ma'-e vour life easier, toe. 
-egardless of mt vou use vour computer fcr. These nregrams siap:/ de 
more aip worn better than tr-e urograms you’re currently using. The’, 
copy. rename, erase, take directory listings, capture screens, tell you 
what Tiles are on one diss ano not anotner, and sc much mo'e. T'e> 
don’t take a long time to learn ana they’re not expensive.

the SEARCH program allows vou to Tino an- serin; i" a”- ASCII 2"
word-orccessor tex: file without coaolicatea 5re-tr:c?jfing settl'd 
JO 0-f xev-wcros.

“ne reaa'uoie *35 oac.:age includes tr.e Ccmpuinagjc 'Jti’.it -sc age 
- an 2G orograas lulus installation o^agraas; - me St-Apm 
grans or vGur choice o* disk -fo'mats - ao-rt-sector t E 2- * or
UE4TH Warp Sector - rUS comolete printed d ocu-nenta:. ".

3«: DA- MONEY-BACK 3UAEANTES: these programs ton t e c. ' to'pute''
easier to use. return tne package to us mtn /our coone'ca -c-r a *al; 
ra-fund.
Never Copy-Protected: ComDuflagic products are never copv-o'■□tectec.

TO GRDER: Send vour Check or NG (Personal checks accaprec. nr ca.k iitn 
your Visa. NC or CCD order. Specify disk ‘ermat *rop the list, wever a 
charge +or IPS ground shipping. Add $2 -rcr uPS COD ano *5 Tor overseas.
'rD Res. Add 57. tax.)

ci _r* . i'" :*E‘ •:**.* t ■ ‘ - ---

• - - ’* .. .. ...... . .. .. i-

Compullaqic, Inc.
P.O. Box 437 

Severn, HD 21144 
(301) 989-8068



Reviews, editorial references, and advertisements in the 
SEBHC JOURNAL should not be taken as authorative endorsements of 
any products or services. Opinions expressed in the JOURNAL are 
based on the individual’s experiences and shall not in any way 
be considered as official endorsment or certification, nor do 
they reflect intensive technical analysis as might be provided 
by a professional testing firm. Although we do not knowingly 
publish fraudulent materials, we shall not be held liable for 
any damages arising from purchase or use of any product. People 
having complaints about goods or services purchased from our 
advertisers are urged to send us written notification of their 
specific complaints so that we may take any action which we deem 
appropriate. Caveat emptor!

Detach before filling out &. mailing

fhe S k> s cs i jp t L o n &. O r-cl<3 r? Blank
Name __________ ______ ___ ______

Mailing Address________________ ____ _

_____________________C i t y_________ _____________

State________________ZIP____________________
If not USA, Country 

Phone number(s)____________________________

H/Z Computer Model(s)

Modem? Yes [ ] Baud No [__ ]

HDOS 2 [_] 3 [_J CP/M ver 

Favorite Language (s)

Computer used mainly for

Please make cheque or money order

Tell All Your Friends

One Year Subs./Renew [__ | $15.00

Bound Set, Volume I [__ ] $22.50

Vol II Back issues @ $2.50ea 
#1[_] #2{_] #3[_] #4l_] $

CP/M GAME DISC #0 hard sect 
$7.96 [_ J soft $6.96 L___ 1 $

HDOS 2.0 Programmer’s CARE
Package Disc #0 hard sector 
$3.66 [__ ] soft $3.00 [___ ] $

Order Total $

I have enclosed my cheque [ ] or
money order [ ] in U.S. funds? for
the above. I realise back issues 
are posted by 3rd-class mail, and 
may be slow in reaching me.

payable to L.E. Geisler. Thank you.

About The SEBHC JOURNAL!



! The SEBHC JOURNAL’s Back Page
nri£tn n Hn jI nitrnJ *u n H h ri; 2

t The SEBHC JOURNAL is published twelve times a year and strains to get 
mailed around 22nd of a month. Editorial deadline: 20th of any month.

* All advertising is printed free of charge. Vendors will please submit 
B&W "camera-ready" ad copy, 7" wide by 9" high (one frest page/issue) no 
later than 15th of month in which it’s scheduled to appear. All Society 
members are entitled to run one free—fresh—250-word Want Ad a month.

* Subscriptions are US$15/year in Canada, Mexico, the USA and its pos
sessions (all others $25/yr) and start in month following receipt of ap
plication. Please make cheques or money orders payable to L.E. Geisler. 
Single back-issue copies by special order—allow 5 weeks for processing.

* Subscribers are automatically Society of Eight-Bit Heath Computerists 
members. Members’ ID# and expiration follows the name on mailing label. 
The three member classes are: REGULAR (H/Z 8-bit user), ADVERTISING (one 
vote/vendor), ASSOCIATE (non-8-bit computerist, library, etc.). REGULAR 
members can vote and hold any Society office. ASSOCIATE members cannot 
hold office or vote in Society elections. The Society’s official meet
ing coincides with HUG’s annual conference; place and time announced in 
each July JOURNAL issue unless otherwise noted.

* The SEBHC JOURNAL is composed, edited and published by L.E. Geisler at 
895 Starwick Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48105. Phone 313-662-0750, 9am - 6pm 
Eastern Time, Monday thru Friday. Off hours, try 313-769-6052 (home).

895 Starwick Drive
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
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